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High school publications
staffs to attend workshop

Things look brighter

by Genell Pavellch
The BC News

More than 1,000 high school
journalists and advisers will visit
the University today for the 42nd
annual journalism workshop
sponsored by the Great Lakes Interscholastic Press Association
and the School of Mass Communication.
The GLIPA workshop addresses a variety of topics including
newspapers, yearbooks, photography and broadcasting.
Linda Glomski, GLIPA coordinator, said the workshop has
become a tradition at the University.
"With the GLIPA workshop, we
use one day to train and motivate
high school publication staff,"
Glomski said.
During the workshop, which
will take place from 8:30 am to
3:15 p.m., there will be a variety
of sessions discussing different
topics including feature news
writing, editorial writing, sports
column writing, yearbook layout
and different aspects of photography.
This workshop can be a learning tool, Glomski said.
"This can be a motivator be-

cause students can see what field," Laakaniemi said.
The event also gives students
other high schools are doing,"
she said. "It gets them excited the opportunity to talk to others
in their situation, he said.
about a new school year."
Students can learn about a vaSpeakers conducting the sessions include journalists from riety of topics during the day if
The Toledo Blade, The Sentinel they attend the various sessions
Tribune and The Dayton Daily and ask the right questions, LaaNews, as well as instructors from kaniemi said.
"Students will get out of this
the University's journalism department and numerous high what they put into it," he said.
The GLIPA workshop is the
schools.
These sessions offer a wide va- largest of its kind in Ohio.
riety of topics and many
different speakers to help educate the students, Glomski said.
"It is Impossible for high
schools to bring in as many
speakers as we do for the workshop," she said.
More than 1,000 high
There will also be different
school students will
competitions for the high school
come to the GLIPA
journalists in a variety of categowriting workshop today.
ries such as news writing, caption writing, sports writing and
The workshop is
advertising throughout the day,
designed to motivate
Glomski said.
high school students in
Ray Laakaniemi, chairman of
their writing.
the journalism department, said
the GLIPA workshop is a major
The workshop is
recruiting tool for the Universicomposed of a variety
ty"This is one of the first
of sessions that teach
chances for students to talk to
different skills.
professors and others in the

Annual GLIPA
workshop
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UAW strike paralyzes GM
by Mike McKesson
The Associated Press
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A Haitian refugee plays with a deflated ball behind razor wire at one of the Haitian refugee camps at
the U.S. Naval Base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba Sunday. The refugee! are being voluntarily repatriated
to Haiti from detention camps once again since the U.S. occupation of Haiti last week.

No winners in defeat
of health care reform
by Christopher Connell
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The nation's
39 million uninsured aren't the
only losers from the collapse of
health reform. The high hopes
that many physicians, hospitals
and even insurance companies had
placed In a
major overhaul
also have been
dashed.
The American Medical
Association
had lobbied
furiously for
special protections to guarantee
patients' right to choose their
doctors and to prevent big insurance companies from arbitrarily
cutting physicians out of their
networks.
Small businesses dodged a bul-

let in helping to kill President
Clinton's proposal to make all
employers help pay their
workers' premiums. But they
also lost a chance to Join
government-assisted purchasing
pools to get a better price on the
high premiums many small businesses now pay.
Even before the White House
launched its crusade, teaching
hospitals were worried that belttightening and the shift to managed care by big insurers and
employers would cost them
patients and revenues.
The academic health centers
would have gotten billions of dollars each year in new federal
revenues under Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell's plan.
The demise of reform leaves
them back at square one.
The most obvious losers are
the 15 percent of Americans with
no health Insurance and the mil-

INSIDE

FLINT, Mich - Up to 11,500
workers went on strike Tuesday
at a key General Motors Corp.
complex, shutting off the flow of
parts needed to keep many other
GM plants running.
As many as 100,000 other GM
workers could be idled within 48
hours, a union leader warned.

GM would not speculate on the
walkout's effect, which comes in
the middle of a production and
sales boom for the world's No. 1
automaker.
"We are disappointed with this
action but remain hopeful that
resolution can soon be achieved,"
plant manager Tim Lee said in a
statement.
No new talks were scheduled.

The United Auto Workers
walked off the job at the huge
Buick City complex, complaining
of production speedups, safety
problems and subcontracting.
Welder Dave Falting translated that as he walked a picket
line: "They speeded up the lines,
and don't have enough people to
do the job."

The Buick City complex assemble Buicks and Oldsmobiles,
and make a number of parts that
are shipped to GM car assembly
and component factories across
the United States and Canada.
"Within 24 to 48 hours we're
going to shut down most of the
assembly plants," costing GM
millions of dollars a day, UAW

Local 599 President Dave Yettaw
said. "I dont think you have to be
Socrates to understand those
numbers."
Among the parts made at Buick
City, consisting of about two dozen factories, are torque converters for the automatic transmissions that go into most GM
cars.
Without the converters, transmission plants will close. Without
transmissions, assembly plants
will close.
GM is running its plants at full
speed to satisfy runaway demand
for cars and trucks. It has eliminated 52,000 hourly jobs in the
United States since 1991 to make
See STRIKE, page three.
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Psychology graduate student Dave Basklnd rakes the fallen leaves
In front of his house on North Enterprise Sunday afternoon. "It's
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getting to be that time," Basklnd said.

See HEALTH, page three

CAMPUS
Two journalism alumni
were Inducted Into the
Bowling Green Hall of
Fame for their achievements in journalism.
» Page 4.

CITY
More than SO percent of
Ohloans are disappointed
with BUI Clinton's Job as
president. Other results of
the Gallup Poll and the Ohio
Poll are Inside.
» Page 6.

SPORTS
The soccer team plays
today against Western
Michigan at 4 p.m. at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
'The Falcons look to Increase their winning streak
to seven games with a win
over the Broncos.
•-Page 11.

WEATHER
Showers and thunderstorms likely. High around
60. Southwest winds 10 to
20 mph becoming west.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
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USG must make
internal reforms
The Undergraduate Student Government consistently pledges that it wants to be the voice of
the students and increase campus unity.
While the words may have differed, virtually all of
the presidential candidates in the last few years have
given similar promises and plans for the year.
Yet each year USG seems more concerned with
how they look and what they say than with what they
actually do.
This is evident already with the Mathe/Wilson
administration. Three cabinet members resigned
during a brief time period, while a fourth left the organization earlier in the semester. All persons involved say it was because of time constraints, but we
wonder if this is the real reason.
While resignations have occurred in past USG
presidencies, never in the last few years have three
come in so short a time span. Past USG members
were involved in just as many activities as those this
year, and yet there wasn't a mass explosion of resignations because of time conflicts.
Instead, former senators and cabinet members
liked being in the organization and wanted to make a
difference, so they stuck with it. This makes us wonder if, perhaps, USG is not as unified as members try
to make it seem.
Even if resignations did occur because of time
constraints, what has USG been doing so far that was
so time-consuming to make three people leave the
organization all at the same time?
One anonymous source who is a member of the organization told The News that USG members are
more concerned with etiquette and protocol than
dealing with any issues.
The reasons why the members of the organization
resigned their positions are their own business.
However, an organization that is established to represent all undergraduate students is everyone's
business.
If it is not projecting a positive image and working
to improve campus life for students, then people
have the right to be concerned. The News believes
something has to change.
We believe USG has some very good ideas, including gaining control of the general fee. Now it is time
for the administration to stop the pettiness, to run
the organization so that all members want to stay involved, and to start producing results.
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Learning goes beyond textbooks
I believe it is the grandest fault
of human beings that we discount
and ignore that which we do not
know.
By some fault of our own, we
refuse diversity and find "safe"
comfort in conformity and regularity.
As children, we played ignorantly with other children no matter what their race or creed. We
were encouraged to explore
methods and reasons (Why is the
sky blue? Why is the giraffe's
neck so long?).
Then, we grew.
Our minds begin grinding to a
comfortably set pace where
things we already learned are all
that we will ever need to know.
Questions unanswered remained
unanswered (Why did so many
people revolt in L.A during the
riots? Why are women ignored
because of their genitalia?)
As college students, we are afforded the opportunity to answer
these "adult" questions.
However, learning goes far
beyond textbooks and professors.
Learning requires an open
mind and a willingness to accept
that which we have learned; not
to approve, exactly, but to consider it nevertheless.
We must learn that what we
don't know is simply something
that we don't know, not a thing to
be denied.
I recently went out with a
friend of mine to a coffee shop in
another city. We were on our way
to a poetry reading - his first.

Definition of virgin
not clear in survey
There were several things that
needed to be addressed in your
article "Students admit sexual
activity" in the Sept. 22 edition of
The News.
What exactly is your definition
of the word virgin? According to
the National AIDS Hotline/Centers for Disease Control,
the definition of the word virgin
is a person who has not engaged
in oral, anal and vaginal sex.
Of those Individuals who responded that they are virgins,
how many do you think would reconsider their position considering the fact of this definition?
Most students, I believe, still
consider themselves virgins
even though they had participated In oral or anal sex.
Futhermore, Jeff Green's
comment that "young people
want to experiment and that's
fine - everyone goes through an
experimental phase" is extremely irrelevant In the "Age of
HIV." HIV stands for the human
Immunodeficiency virus, the
virus that causes AIDS.
HIV is commonly transmitted
through sexual contact - oral,

^Vood
"I'm not sure if I'll be comfortable," he said.
He didn't think he would fit in
with that "crazy poetry crowd."
He never said he didnt like poetry, but he obviously had some
apprehensions because he had
never been to a reading.
We arrived late, and a young
man was already at the microphone. We took a table near the
back.
The reading was open-mike,
meaning that anyone could walk
in with poetry and read it. Local
poets, high school students and
even a published poet were all
present to verbalize their souls.
They expressed their experiences with old girlfriends, oppression, humorous anecdotes
and war or peace. Some even
read poetry about writing poetry.
My apprehensive friend looked
as if he enjoyed himself as I stole
glances at him between readings.
I think he was surprised at how
comfortable he became as the
evening wore on. He mastered
the polite "poetry clap" in re-

sponse to each reading, and when
we left, he told me he thought it
was "cool."
I enjoyed myself, as well. I was
impressed by the poetry I had
heard. I was even more impressed with the appreciation my
companion showed for the poetry
he experienced.
He tried it, he liked it.
I'm always interested in hearing what people have to say about
the poetry they've been (or have
not been) exposed to. It often
offers insight into the level of
openmindedness of that person.
Liking or disliking the poetry is
irrelevant as long as he or she
knows something of it before
passing judgment.
So it goes with many aspects of
life.
Not all feminists are braburning maniacs. Not all Asian
Americans excel at math. Not
every man is a potential rapist.
Every conservative isnt a liberal-hating Reagan worshipper
and not all poets are passioncrazed whiners.
I think it would be safe to say
that the majority of people reading this column dabbled in poetry
during that weird "finding myself time in high school. Poets
wander among us.
It Is our responsibility to seek
out the truth about all these people and make informed conclusions.
Why were there riots in L.A.?
The level of frustration those
people were experiencing had to
be astronomical. It seemed to be

a chance to forcefully take from
society what they were unfairly
denied because of their status.
I don't think America got the
message. Oppression and all the
"-isms" (ageism, racism, sexism,
heterosexism, etc.) are tearing at
the seams that hold this country
together.
Only humans can alleviate human suffering.
By realizing diversity is a given when considering existence,
we begin to understand.
We begin to "get it."
I've known rivers/ I've known
rivers ancient as the world and
older than the flow/ Of human
blood in human veins/ My soul
has grown deep like the rivers.
-Langston Hughs, excerpt from
"The Negro Speaks of Rivers"
We begin to see ourselves in
other people. We see our wants
and needs in the hearts and
minds of people very unlike us,
and we begin to notice the triviality of selfishness and ignorance.
We may see others as other
people.
To pray you open your whole
self To sky, to earth, to sun, to
moon/To one whole voice that is
you/ And know there is morel
That you can't see, can't hear/
Can't know except in moments/
Steadily growing, and in Ian
guagest That aren't always
sound but other/ Circles of motion.
-excerpt from "Eagle Poem,"
by Joy Har jo (1951)
Andrea Wood is a weekly columnist for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
anal or vaginal sex with an inChristians or loud obnoxious
fected partner, by sharing nee- Webber wrong
people. What I do have a problem
dles and syringes with an infectwith Is people who degrade other
ed person and a mother can also for stereotyping
people. That's how stereotypes
pass on the virus to her child during pregnancy.
Right now, as estimated one
million people are infected with
HIV, most of them not even
knowing they are infected.
However, they can pass on the
virus to someone else even
though they feel healthy and free
of symptoms.
Also, from June 1981 to Dec.
1993, there were 13,890 AIDS
cases for both females and males
in the 20-24 age group, according
to the National AIDS Hotline/Centers for Disease Control.
Are these facts not enough to
convince people that the "sexual
revolution" Is over?
Finally, I would like to encourage everyone to educate themselves formally by taking an
HIV/AIDS course offered by the
University or through the American Red Cross. Education is the
most powerful weapon in the
preventing of transmission of
HIV. Take the Nike commercial's
advice. JUST DO ITI
Bernadette Z. Lorenzo
Political Science
Senior

Hi all! It's me, that notorious
long-haired freak in black who so
heinously defaced the Christian
religion with a large glass of Pepsi out in front of the Student
Union not so long ago. Now, before you take this paper and do
unpleasant things with It merely
because it has my name on it,
give me a chance to clear the alr
about some of those now-famous
events that have given psychology and sociology teachers a perfect example of a "violation of
social norms.'' Yeah, whatever.
Basically, it goes like this:
Since good ol' "Bible" Jim Webber was so fond of degrading
other people from his little
pedestal, I took it upon myself to
degrade him. I mean, c'mon, he
was blowing a whistle In
someone's face just for her sexual preference! If I'm not mistaken, he kept that so-called "fag
whistle" right next to his Jew
whistle and nigger whistle. Oh
yeah, let's not forget that Mormon whistle, too. What a jerk.
Anyway that'* what It was all
about. I have nothing against

and prejudices start. Well, now
that I've got that off my chest, I've just got one more thing to say.
The other day Andrea Wood
stated in her article that I
brought Webber a Mountain Dew
as a "peace offering" and to show
that my emotions got the best of
me. Actually, I was completely
level-headed when I did what I
did, and I spit the Mountain Dew
all over his shoe because I ran
out of Pepsi. Thanks anyway for
at least trying to save my reputation Miss Woods. To all those who
know me (and to all those who
don't), take it easy.
Aaron Welsbrod
Sophomore
Rngiui) Eduction

Corrections
Monday's edition of The News
reported that UAO, Instead of
Mc Donald West Hall Council,
sponsored a pudding throw
contest Friday.
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WASHINGTON - Tantalized
by their first shot in four decades
at taking control of the House,
Republicans today united more
than 300 of their candidates behind a politically popular manifesto calling for tax cuts, term
limits and a balanced budget
amendment.
The Republican candidates,
two-thirds of them running as
challengers or seeking open
seats, gathered In bright sunshine on the Capitol steps to sign
a "Contract with America." They
pledged speedy action on a
10-point platform if voters give
their party a House majority for
the first time since 1954.
A band of retired military musicians played as the candidates
first filed past a table draped in
red, white and blue and then lined
up on a stage erected for the occasion.
"This is a first step toward renewing American civilization,"
said Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.,
the House minority whip who
would become speaker if his
party picks up 40 seats in
November. Most observers predict a GOP increase in the range
of 25 seats.
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Strike baffles union and
company leaders

OTTAWA,.Ohio-A
C
strike by
1,500 picture tube plant workers
has baffled union leaders, who
said Tuesday that they recommended workers ratify a new
three-year contract.
Workers at the Philips Display
Components Co. plant went on
strike Sunday night. The strike
has shut down Putnam County's
largest employer and the only
Philips plant in the country that
makes color picture tubes for
Philips and Magnavox television
sets.
"We thought it was a good contract," said Gilbert Meyer, president of International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local
1654.
"Apparently the membership
wanted more. I'm sure they want

HEALTH
Continued from page one.

lions more with inadequate
coverage.
Some 81 million Americans are
said to have pre-existing conditions that make getting or keeping Insurance a constant worry.
While Congress had retreated
weeks ago from Clinton's goal of
guaranteed coverage for every
American, all of the health bills
had promised to curb abusive insurance company practices and
make it easier for Americans to
stay insured when they changed
jobs or got ill.
Jack Fans, president of the
National Federation of Independent Businesses, said the
country was well rid of the em-
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"I've never killed no one in my whole
life. It's ludicrous. It's ridiculous."
-Oba Chandler,accused of raping and
murdering three women in Florida.
Cracked Cymbals
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"We're as sad as anybody else
to see the process come to this
end," said Chip Kahn, the Health
Insurance Association of America's executive vice president.
Small- to medium-sized insurers
had no choice but to mount their
opposition when the White House

In The News

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. - A
newspaper near Wal-Mart headquarters that pulled this week's
"Doonesbury" strip because it
satirizes a town's battle over one
of the discount stores reinstated
the cartoons Monday after
readers complained.
The Northwest Arkansas
Times in FayettevUle, 20 miles
from Wal-Mart headquarters in
Benton ville, received an "overwhelming number of calls" asking for the cartoon. Managing
Editor John Walker said.
The strip will resume Tuesday,
when both Monday's and the regularly scheduled strip will run, he
said. The cartoon normally runs
on the opinion page.
On Monday, other features
were used to fill the space. The
newspaper offered offered copies of the strip at its office and by
fax.
"Normally a very funny topical
humorist, cartoonist Garry
Trudeau sometimes goes beyond
acceptable limits for commentary, and this is one of those
times," Publisher George S.
Smith wrote on Monday's editorial page.

ACROSS
THE STATE
the previous contract but had ratified it anyway.
"The last time, the economy
was a lot slower. We actually
helped the company by approving that contract. Now things are
going terrific, the company
wants to expand, and so do we,"
he said.
The old agreement expired
Friday. Saturday union leaders
recommended approving the new
contract, which included a $1.10
an hour increase, to be enacted
over the life of the contract.
Workers currently make an
average of $10 to $12 an hour.
The workers rejected the proposal. They said they wanted
more money and were fed up
with mandatory overtime on Saturdays. The company requires
employees to work 20 Saturdays
a year.
"That takes away from your

to get more. We've never had a
situation like this. I think there's
frustration that*s been building
up over the last 10 years."
Cordell Barker, the company's
Internal sales manager, said he
did not know why workers
walked out.
"We put a proposal on the table
and their international representative and union board
thought it was a good offer," he
said. "The workers obviously
didn't share the same feelings.
We are surprised and concerned
by what has happened."
Employee Marcia Herring said
workers felt "it was time to take a
stand."
"We should have done this
three years ago," said Herring,
one of SO employees on the picket
line Monday.
Striker Jim Mansfield said
workers had been unhappy with

ployer mandate, but added, "We
wanted market reforms because
we know that many smallbusiness owners are paying
higher and higher premiums
under the current system."
Also lost for now in the health
reform debacle is any tax break
for the self-employed on their insurance premiums. A 25 percent
deduction expired at the end of
1993. All of the bills would have
expanded it, some to 100 percent.

Newspaper decides
against pulling
"Doonesbury"

"turned off its hearing aid" to
their concerns, Kahn said.
"We are still the insurer of last
resort In most states, where we
have to take all comers, as opposed to our competitors who
have made cherry-picking an art
form," said Alixe Glen, a Blue
Cross Shield Association vice
president. "Strictly from a business standpoint, we wanted to see
insurance reform pass very, very
much."
Hospitals lobbied vigorously
against efforts to pay for health
reform by taking $120 million or
more from Medicare over the
next five years.
Now hospitals are faced with
the threat that Congress will still
look to cut Medicare next year
but this time apply the savings to
deficit reduction, not health
needs, said Mike Bromberg, executive director of the Federation of American Health
Systems.

Five thousand two hundred
students, faculty and other community
members attended as former President
Ronald Reagan delivered his campaign
speech in Anderson Arena.

family life," Herring said.
The next negotiating session,
with a federal mediator, is
scheduled for Thursday.

One victim drops charges against
seduction-burglary suspect
CLEVELAND - Prosecutors
have dropped one set of charges
against a woman accused of robbing men after slipping them a
knockout drug in a kiss.
Charges of aggravated burglary and grand theft were
dropped because one of the victims decided not to proceed with
the case, Lake County Prosecutor
Steven LaTourette said.
He said the victim made the
decision because of personal
reasons. LaTourette would not

STRIKE
Continued from page one.

PHILANTHROPY DAYS WEEKEND
WINNERS
Delta Gamma A Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Spirit • PI Beta Phi

reveal the reasons.
The charges against Tabetha
Dougan, 22, of Memphis, Tenn.,
were dismissed shortly before
her trial began on Monday before
Cuyahoga County Common Pleas
Judge Frank Celebrezze Jr.
The trial continued on charges
of aggravated burglary and
grand theft in Cuyahoga and
Geauga counties. The cases were
consolidated in Cuyahoga
County.
Prosecutors say Dougan would
meet men at bars and accompany
them home, then slip them a drug
in a drink or through a kiss. Once

EXTRA!
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10 years ago

the victims were unconscious,
Dougan burglarized their homes,
investigators said.
Dougan has pleaded innocent.
Her lawyer, Thomas Shaughnessy, has said his client is a victim
of mistaken identity.
In addition to the three cases in
Northeast Ohio, similar crimes
have been reported in Pennsylvania, Arizona and Texas.
Dougan was arrested in Texas
after being stopped for speeding
last October. She was extradited
to Ohio in March and has been
held in the Cuyahoga County jail
on $300,000 bond.

In The News
Five thousand two hundred
students, faculty and other community
members attended as former President
Ronald Reagan delivered his campaign
speech in Anderson Arena.

itself profitable.
GM doesn't want to hire people
whose jobs would last longer
than the sales boom. New, permanent UAW employees cost GM
more than $42 an hour in pay and
benefits after three years, twice
or three times the labor costs of
some nonunion outside contractors.
The union says the pressure to
speed up work and put in extra
hours is threatening worker
health and safety.
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Student Health Center Hall ofFame honors alumni
offers nutrition program
by Katla Slmmona
The BC News

by Angelica D. Huesca
The BC News

Almost everyone has heard
about gaining the "Freshman
IS." In order to help both new
and returning students prevent
this and lead healthy lives, the
Student
Health
Center now
offers a nutrition program.
"Take a
bite toward a
healthy
body" is an
eight-week
program designed to provide support and
practical tips toward weight
management and healthier
lifestyles, said Jeanne Wright,
co-facilitator for the program
and University director of
health education.
The first session is Wednes-

day from 3:30 p.m. to S p.m. in
1103 Of f enhauer West.
The program encourages the
power of choice, not willpower,
Wright said.
"We focus on healthy lifestyles with an emphasis on nutrition," she said. "We promote
behavioral, psychological and
educational approaches to eating. We encourage gradual
weight loss by concentrating
on nutrient- enriched foods
which are low in fat."
The program offers individualized food plans that comply
with baseline behaviors, as
well as recipes, strategies for
coping with dining units and
discussions about the ways
ptapie tlilnk about food.
"There are many myths concerning weight gain, including
the belief that drinking water
is a cause of retention, when in
fact water does not cause retention," Wright said.
Another myth is that potatoes are a source of fat, when

The Bowling Green Journalism Hall of Fame has
honored two University alumni for their achievements in Journalism.
Vemon E. Henry of Brook Park, Ohio, and
Marcy Nlghswander of Gaithersburg, Md., are the
16th and 17th inductees to be initiated into the Hall
of Fame.
Journalism faculty members discuss and recommend possible alumni candidates to be entered
into the Hall of Fame, said Dennis Hale, a University journalism professor.
"The entire faculty basically gets together and
decides who are the exceptional alumni that have
done outstanding things in the field of journalism,"
Hale said.
At informal meetings, the faculty members decide who has done outstanding work and deserve
proper recognition.
There has been a variety of inductees into the
Hall of Fame ranging from all aspects of the journalism field. Hale said.
Henry, a 1962 University graduate, is the director of editorial training/group editor of Advanstar
Communications in Cleveland.
Beginning his career 33 years ago, Henry spent
23 of those years in the newspaper business before
switching to Advanstar Communications.
"I know one thing for sure about Vernon Henry,
he is a very versatile individual," Hale said. "He
started in the newspaper [business] and then went
Into the magazine industry, which says a lot about
his ability."

"We promote
behavioral,
psychological and
educational
approaches to eating.
We encourage
gradual weight loss
by concentrating on
nutrient- enriched
foods which are low
infat."
Jeanne Wright
director of health education

they are actually a source of
energy, she said.
"I hope students will take the
opportunity to attend an innovative nutrition program that
offers group support," Wright
said.

Henry has received many awards including best
column, best front page and best editorial from the
National Newspaper Association, the Ohio Associated Press and the United Press International.
Since his time at Advanstar Communications,
Henry has begun five start-up publications, an editorial workshop and an employee awards program.
Henry has been back to campus on several occasions to speak to classes and conduct interviews
for his magazine in Cleveland, Hale said,
Nighswander, a 1973 graduate, is now an Associated Press photographer assigned to the White
House.
"She could capture those little slice-of-life
pieces to define a situation," said James Gordon,
former photo-journalism professor at the University. "I saw it then, when she worked at The BG
News, and I can see it now in her work with the Associated Press."
Nighswander was a 1993 Pulitzer Prize winner as
a part of the AP team covering the 1992 presidential election. Her photo of the Bush-ClintonPerot debates In Richmond, Va. contributed to her
winning of the Pulitzer Prize.
Nighswander is the first University graduate
who has won a Pulitzer.
Before joining the AP in Washington in 1988, she
was employed at several newspapers including the
Cincinnati Post. She was also the first woman photographer for the Akron Beacon Journal.
"She had a knack for capturing moments," Gordon said.
The Journalism Hall of Fame originated in 1971
and is organized through the local chapter of Kappa Tau Alpha, a national journalism honor society.

Cancer victim tells New system permits comparison
story in comic form
by Marco Buacaglla
College Press Service

byjlmlrwln
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, Ohio
- Harvey Pekar has been
knocked around by life.
But when death took a swing at
him in the form of cancer, he
didnt strike back. He wrote it all
down.
The creator of the autobiographical "American Splendor" comic book series has recounted
his illness and recovery in the
224-page comic, "Our Cancer
Year," to be published Oct. 7 by
Four Walls Eight Windows of
New York.
It was co-written with his wife,
Joyce Brabner, a comics writer
and publisher.
Pekar, 54, has gained a cult following among comics fans but is
known to a wider audience for his
contentious television appearances with David Letterman.
But he has worked since 1966
as a file clerk at a Veterans Administration hospital in Cleveland, hustles freelance writing
jobs and is only about a year
from retirement
He hopes "Our Cancer Year"
will break him out of obscurity.
"My comics are autobiographical, so I couldn't very well
leave it out. ... This thing's a big
story! Life and death!" he exclaims, eyes wide and hands
spread. "I figure it's the one shot
I have to sell anything."
' Pekar published and distributed the first IS issues of "American Splendor," which first appeared in 1976. He says he lost
several thousand dollars on each
of the early issues, but began to
break even with No. 9 and has
earned a few thousand dollars on
each issue since - especially the
latest Issues, numbers 16 and 17,
which were published under contract

About 10,000 copies of each issue have been distributed nationwide. A few found their way
to Europe and Asia
Pekar's vision for "American
Splendor" Is everyday people
experiencing life's vagaries with
varying degrees of acceptance
and awareness. His characters
say things that are both dumb
and profound.
Often, Pekar's own stewing
emotions make up the plot. He
describes the anxieties of boyhood in Cleveland's Jewish enclave, his semi-estrangement
from his family, a string of deadend jobs, two failed marriages
and scrapping for recognition for
"American Splendor."
Super-heroes are excluded, as
are arch-villains and the fate of
humanity. It's not a formula for
stardom.
"Harvey wont say nice things
about himself because it's not
good writing," Brabner said.
"Harvey appeals to people with
lower material expectations but
don't want to sell out."
But "Our Cancer Year," as
Brabner ruefully admits, might
find a wide audience because the
topic is "accessible."
Pekar was diagnosed in
November 1990 with nonHodgkin's lymphoma. It was detected early and treated aggressively with chemotherapy. The
cancer is now in remission. He
said that if he stays "clean" for
about two more years, he'll have
no greater risk of recurrence
than the general population.
But his recovery wasn't easy.
If it had been, there might not be
a book. Along the way, Pekar got
shingles - huge blisters that
caused Intractable pain. His hair
fell out. Drugs often left him disoriented, depressed and unable

Hanover, N.H. - When grades
come out at the end of the semester, freshmen at Dartmouth College will know not only how they
did in their classes, but how they
compare to their classmates as
weU.
As part of a new grading
system, the class of 1998 will be
the first to receive more than
just their own grades on their report cards. From now on, student
report cards and transcripts will
also include the size of the class
and median grade earned by the
class as a whole.
Dartmouth earth sciences
professor Gary Johnson led the
faculty-appointed Committee on
Instruction, which explored a variety of ways to change the grading system. After much debate,
the committee finally settled on a
model based on the grading
system used successfully at
McGill University in Montreal
for years.
"I think 80 percent of the faculty were In favor of our recommendation," Johnson said, adding that the large majority of
younger professors supported
the change.

"What really surprised me,
though, was how strong the support was," he said.
Student support also was
favorable, as the student assembly raised no objections to the
new policy and student reaction
in class was positive.
But Johnson admits the vote
was far from unanimous. "There
is a fear among some professors
that including the class median
will place too much emphasis on
grades at the expense of actual
learning," he said.
"There's also concern it might
discourage students from taking
certain courses if they see what
the average grade is," Johnson
added.
However, most faculty members say that the change is for
the benefit of the students.
"This Is great because at least
you get a context to put the student performance in relation to
the rest of the class," said Ed
Berger, dean of graduate studies.
"A B-plus grade in an advanced
physics course, in a large class
averaging a C, is far more indicative of effort than an A-minus in
a small biology course with a
class average of A-minus,"
Johnson said he thinks the
change will help students in

terms of their career goals. "It
will help faculty members write
more meaningful recommendations to graduate or
professional schools or even potential employers," he said.
Berger agrees. "When you
have to write as many letters as I
do, it's a real challenge because
you're essentially telling the person how the student did in com-

porary drawbacks. "Because this
is not yet used universally, students from institutions suffering
severe grade inflation may look
better than ours for a while - at
least on paper," he said. "But it
may well be that Dartmouth can
become a model for national
change."
"Our intent is not so much tc
address the issue of grade infla-

"This is great because at least you get a
context to put the student performance in
relation to the rest of the class."
Ed Berger
dean of graduate studies at Dartmouth College

parison to the rest of the class."
he said. "This system takes care
of that for you."
Berger admits, however, that
the system may come with tem-

tion as it is to assess student performance more effectively,"
Johnson added. "Grades, without
putting them in some sort of context, mean little."
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To the rescue

olice
lotter
J\J^\J\J\J\AS\*
•On Sept. 20, a resident of the reportedly still warm when it
1000 block of Fairview reported was handed to the officer.
•A resident of North Prospect
he was receiving harassing calls
from a telemarketer. According called police Thursday to report
to the police report, the man said she "heard a lady making noise
he hung up the first time the like she was in misery." Accordtelemarketer called. Since then ing to the report, the building
the man has reportedly received maintenance man said he hadn't
about 10 calls a day, which he be- heard anything. When police arlieves are from the same person. rived they reportedly found
The report says the caller whis- "small children making a lot of
tles into the phone. During the noise."
•A woman found a dead fulllast call, the caller allegedly said,
"I work these phones for a living. grown black Labrador retriever
in a dumpster behind a South
I can haunt you forever."
•An officer went to an apart- Main Street business on Friday
ment on South Main Street night. According to the report,
Thursday night. According to the the woman told police the dog
report, while the officer was "appears healthy." The police
speaking with the residents of advised the woman to call public
the apartment, he noticed a works to pick up the dead dog.
•A Fifth Street resident called
strong smell of marijuana. When
questioned, the residents report- police Friday night to report anedly said they were "only smok- noying phone calls. The man said
ing the resin." Upon the officer's the caller plays a recorded mesrequest, the residents turned sage of the Batman soundtrack
over two "bowl" marijuana and an electronic game over his
smoking pipes, one "bong" smok- phone. The man reported he
ing pipe and a metal tray with receives several of these calls a
resin on it. One of the pipes was week and would like to put a stop

to it.
•A resident of the 1000 block
of Fairview called police to report her mail slot had been damaged and vandalized with raw
meat. The woman reportedly said
it was the second day in a row the
meat vandal has struck. According to the police report, there
were scratches on the casing of
the mail slot and someone had
pushed "a half dozen pieces oi
fish" through the door.
•A Clough Street resident reported to police Sunday night
that someone had stolen the rear
bumper off of her husband's vehicle. Later that day, the bumper
thief reportedly put the missing
bumper back behind the woman's
car.
•A man called police Sunday
night to report a woman was in a
parking lot on Thurstin Avenue
According to the police report,
the woman was "Intoxicated and
making a fool of herself." Police
said the woman "found her way
home and should be no further
problem."

CANCER
Continued from page four.

to work for weeks at a time.
Later, Pekar developed circulatory problems, which he blames
on chemotherapy, and one hip deteriorated. It was replaced this
spring.
"I wasnt really that afraid of
dying, but it still really messed

me up. I was always an anxious
and depressed guy anyway," he
said.
"As cowardly as I was, I survived. I felt I didn't have any
choice but to keep going."
Unlike other vignettes and
musings often found in the
"American Splendor" comics,
"Our Cancer Year" has a strong

plot. And the story Isn't just Pekar's; it's also Brabner's.
"At first I wanted all the glory
for myself.... I saw where her being in the book personally, her
point of view instead of me, made
for a better book," he says. "It's a
book with two voices, the same
events talked about from two
different points of view."

The BG NewiffifM Weltiacr

Police officers and emergency
medical technicians rescue
Sarah Todd from the front seat
of Christina Hessel's car after
an accident Tuesday morning.
According to investigating
officer Rich Stokes, Hessel's
car was struck by a car driven

by Kent Sampson at the intersection of Scott Hamilton
Drive and Manville Avenue.
Sampson was traveling south
on Manville when the car in
front of him stopped suddenly.
When Sampson swerved left of
center to avoid the impact, his

car struck the front driver's
side comer of Hessel's car.
Stokes said. Hessel and Sampson were not injured in the accident, but Todd was taken to
Wood County Hospital for injuries that she incurred from
hitting her head on the windshield.
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To all those who were involved with
Greek Week 1994
I would personally like to thank everyone who helped Greek
Week 1994 become such a success. Thank you to all those
sororities and fraternities who participated throughout the
week, and all the house directors who helped out during the
fireworks display.
A special thank you to:
Wayne Colvin, JoAnn Arnholt, Katie Shanahan,
Gregg DeCrane & Dr. Whipple
Thank you to those who sponsored Greek Week:
• Panhellenic Council
• Interfraternity Council
• University Activities Organization
• Barry Bagels
«TMH Sports
• McDonalds
• Subway
• Freindly's
• The Greek Mart
• Finders
• RoJo Dairy
A very special thank you to Scott and Annie:
Scott, I couldn't have asked for a better counter-partner.
Your leadership and your determination was outstanding.
Annie, your transition with us was so smooth, and your
collected poise kept me sane. Good luck with your new
project -- Emerging Leaders! Thank You both for the long
late night meetings and the stress of putting all of the events
together. Mike B. would have been proud of us. I only have
one final word...It's over.
And of course the awesome Steering Committee:
Thanks for all your patience, your time, your creative ideas, and your
hard work. I have never had a group of people who worked so well
together. At our last meeting, we expressed how much fun we had
and twelve magnificent people came together to create an awesome
family. It was hard to believe it was all over, none of us wanted to say
good-bye. Thank-you Deanna, Erin, Brian, Kelly, Holly, Melissa,
Cathy, Andy.Mike, Sarah, Heather, and Steve. You are all awesome!
Keep in touch and remember, I want to see all of you at Levine's
place!
Finally, I would like to thank my sisters:
The sisters of Phi Mu have supported me since last semester
(Spring '94) when I received this position. I could not have
done it without your continuous support. I love you ladles.

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green,Ohio

Buffalo Wild Wings & Week

Thank you for a great Greek Week,
Liz Cho
Greek Week Chair

State
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Judge to decide Clinton meets with disapproval
if giving birth
is motherhood
the University of Cincinnati's Institute for Policy Research for
The Cincinnati Post and the university, was conducted by telephone among 961 adults from
Sept. 14 to Sept. 23. The poll had a
margin of error of three percentage points.
In an Ohio Poll on the same topic released in May, 51 percent
approved of Clinton's performance and 44 percent disapproved.

The Associated Press

by Thomas J.Sheeran
The Associated Press
AKRON - A county judge
will have to decide whether a
mother Is a woman who gives
birth or whose egg is fertilized, and he'll have to decide
quickly, because the baby's
due in just a few weeks.
Sperm from Anthony Belsito, 33, of Kent, was used to
fertilize an egg from his
28-year-old wife, Shelly. The
fertilized egg was then implanted in the womb of Mrs.
Belslto's 24-year-old sister,
Carol Clark.
Clark is scheduled to deliver
the baby by Caesarean section
on Oct. 12.
Clark and the Belsitos told
Summit County Probate Judge
W.F. Spicer during a hearing
Tuesday that they had always
intended for Mrs. Bel si to to be
listed on the birth certificate
as the child's mother.
They later learned that Akron General Hospital, in keeping with Ohio law, would list
Clark as the birth mother on
the certificate. Under law, the
Belsitos would be required to
adopt the child.
The Belsitos, with Clark's
support, asked Spicer to clarify the state law and let their
child's birth certificate reflect
the genetic mother's name
There had been no opposition
to the Belsitos' request.
George Wirtz, a courtappointed attorney representing the Interests of the
fetus, said the Belsitos are the

baby's genetic parents and
said "his birth certificate
should reflect that fact."
Spicer said he knew of no
legal precedent in the United
States on the issue He said he
would rule before the scheduled delivery date.

"I'd do anything I
could to help my
sister."
Carol Clark
surrogate mother for her sister's
baby
Clark, a divorced mother of
three, said she agreed to carry
her sister's fertilized egg after
Mrs. Belsito's uterus was removed. Mrs. Belsito had cervical cancer.
Mrs. Belslto's ovaries were
not affected by the operation
and she was able to produce an
egg. Fertilization took place in
a laboratory.
Belsito said the three of
them returned to the hospital
two weeks later to learn if the
Implant was successful.
"We danced all the way
down the hall," Belsito said.
Clark said she had offered to
carry the baby when it became
clear her sister could not.
"I'd do anything I could to
help my sister," she said.
But she said she never intended to be a mother to the
child.

More Ohioans disapproved
than approved of the job President Clinton was doing, according to two polls released Tuesday.
Fifty percent
of those who
responded to
the Ohio Poll
were unhappy
with the Demo
crat's performance,
while 45 percent approved.
Five percent
had no opinion.
In a Gallup Poll, most of those
questioned ~ 53 percent - disapproved of the job Clinton was
doing, 42 percent approved and 5
percent had no opinion.
The Ohio Poll, conducted by

The Gallup Poll, conducted for
The Columbus Dispatch, showed
that 53 percent did not approve
of the job Clinton was doing.
Among 483 likely voters questioned, 42 percent approved and
5 percent had no opinion.
Clinton fared slightly better
among all of those polled. Fortynine percent disapproved and 44
percent approved.
The poll was conducted among
803 voters from Tuesday to

Thursday. It had a margin of error of four percentage points.
In another Gallup Pell survey
released Tuesday, most respondents said they would vote for a
proposed amendment prohibiting
a wholesale tax on soft drinks
and other carbonated, nonalcoholic beverages. The issue is on the
statewide ballot Nov. 8.
Of all voters questioned, 62
percent said they would vote for
the amendment, while 26 percent
rejected the idea. Twelve percent had no opinion. Among the
483 who said they likely would
vote Nov. 8, 63 percent said they
would vote for an amendment, 27
percent said they would not and
10 percent had no opinion.
But Donald Van Meter,
spokesman for Concerned
Ohioans to Stop Issue 4, said the
wording of Gallup's question
gave the impression that the issue is "about whether or not

there should be a prohibition of t\
new and future tax,"
"There is no Indication here
that we are repealing a tax that
currently exists," he said.

The question was: "On the
November ballot is a proposed
constitutional amendment to
prohibit a wholesale tax on soft
drinks and other carbonated,
nonalcoholic beverages. Would
you vote to adopt the proponed
amendment to prohibit the
wholesale tax, or not?"

Diana Winterhalter, spokeswoman for the Stop Taxes on
Food Committee, a group backing the issue, said the poll "confirms our belief that if people
understand the issue, they tupport repealing the hidden wholesale tax on soft drinks and prohibiting wholesale taxes on other
food products."

Soybean yields rise across state
by James Hannah
The Associated Press
Early spring planting, good
summer growing weather and a
dry fall could mean record yields
for soybean farmers, agriculture
officials said Tuesday.
"Soybeans are about a week
ahead of normal," said Allan
Lines, extension economist for
The Ohio State University's College of Food, Agricultural and
Environmental Sciences. "The
corn is also ahead in terms of maturity. I would say they're harvesting soybeans in earnest and
they're slowly getting started on
corn."
Farm experts said an early
soybean harvest is important in
case the weather turns bad later,
making it difficult to bring in the

whole crop. It also gives farmers
a jump on planting winter wheat
in their soybean fields.
"You've got more time in the
fields before the heavy fall rains
begin," Lines said.
James Ramey, state statistician for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, said 16 percent of
Ohio's soybean crop already has
been harvested, well ahead of the
6 percent average for this time of
year.
Only 4 percent of corn harvested for grain has been taken
from the fields, down slightly
from the average of 5 percent.
Lines said some farmers probably are delaying the corn harvest
so it can dry in the fields, saving
them the cost of having it dried.
Kurt Ely, director of commodity activities for the Ohio Farm

Bureau, attributes the early pie can continue to get back there
soybean harvest to early plant- and harvest, you're going to see
ing. He also said the rain came them somewhat satisfied."

"We should be pushing the record yield. If
people can continue to get back there and
harvest, you're going to see them somewhat
satisfied."
Kurt Ely
director of commodity activities
when it was needed this summer,
and a dry fall means plants mature faster.
"The yields I'm hearing from
the beans specifically are very
good," Ely said. "We should be

pushing the record yield. If peoLlnea said the last record
soybean yield in Ohio was in
1985, when fanners averaged 42
bushels an acre. The Agriculture
Department predicts a yield this
year of 44 bushels an acre.

Ww just made this 6-pound computer
eren easier to pickup.
(Buy one now, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college.)

AppUPoiMrBooklWI/lX

When you weigh the options, it's quite possibly the best deal available for college students.
For a limited time, buy a select Apple' PowerBook' at a special student price and get a unique
new student software set available only from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need to
breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing
papers, the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet

Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable computer you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook.
k. And now, with
an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day.'
Its the power no student should be without. The power to be your best!

Apple*

W
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE.)

0ta

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.

A£D

Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?

J£D

Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.

j£a

Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The LostWalletSM Service can get you
emergency cashi! a new card usually within
24 hours and help replacing vital documents.
'Based on available cash line.

«__^__—__

Apply for tht Citibank Clank card by completing the application In this Itsua or by calling I- 800 - CITIBANK

National
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Parents charged with neglect Hundreds report
by Jen Barnard
The Associated Press
BEND, Ore. - Dennis and
Diane Nason adopted scores of
abused, disabled and unwanted
children from around the world,
filling a 33-bedroom farmhouse.
Mother Teresa
was among
their admirers.
Most of the
children are
gone now. The
farmhouse has
been sold to
pay lawyers.
Jury selection
began Tuesday
in the Nasons'
trial on more than two dozen
charges.
The Nasons are accused of a
variety of crimes: letting three
small children die neglected in
their beds, one from starvation
and two from a form of dysentery; using a cattle prod to discipline older children; falsifying
records to adopt more children;
and siphoning off $10,000 in contributions.
If convicted of the most serious count, racketeering, they

could get 20 years in prison and
$100,000 in fines.
The Nasons contend the charges are the product of a witch
hunt by the state, with whicn
they have waged a bitter custody
battle for three years. Their lawyers suggested the accusations
came from children with emotional problems.
"I don't think we're perfect,"
said Mrs. Nason, 49. "But we
didn't abuse our kids. We had a
mob of kids, but we weren't a
mob. We never intentionally did
anything illegally."
The case has split the family,
said Donnie Nason, 19, one of the
Nasons' six biological children.
"Some of it has come to brother
against brother, sister against
sister," he said.
The Nasons started their family with three biological children,
then adopted two daughters in
1968 and 1970. In 1974, they adopted a 4-year-old Vietnamese
girl scarred by a gasoline fire.
Helping children no one else
wanted became a religious mission Mrs. Nason described in her
book "The Celebration Family."
They adopted more children:
from India, Mexico, El Salvador
and the United States, and moved

to the huge farmhouse in the
town of Sisters. Many were physically, mentally or emotionally
handicapped.
Their total eventually reached
84, and as many as 65 lived under
their roof at one time.

still living with the Nasons. The
couple has since won back custody of three biological children
and an adopted grandson, who
are now living with them.
Defense attorney David C.
Glenn has compiled a list of 397

"We had a mob of kids, but we weren't a mob.
We never intentionally did anything
illegally."
Diane Nason
adoptive mother on trial for abuse
The couple was showered with
awards, accolades and donations.
CBS News' "60 Minutes" depicted how the children pitched in
with laundry, cooking and caring
for animals.
In 1991, police and social
workers began Investigating allegations of abuse raised by some
of the adopted children. At public
hearings, the Nasons heard accusations that they shocked kids
with a cattle prod and kept children in cages.
The state took custody of the 12
adopted and biological children

potential witnesses, including
Mother Teresa, whose orphanage
in India once was home to one of
the Nason children.
"We have a lot of children who
don't have a lot of disabilities
saying it was a very good home to
be raised in," he said. "Some of
these incredible stories about a
cattle prod being used on children just didn't happen."
Rancher Richard Patterson,
who served on the board of the
non-profit Great Expectations
Inc. that advises the Nasons, be
lieves they're Innocent.

Beer may reduce heart attack risk
"I certainly dont want to be
quoted as saying patients should
The Associated Press
be drinking alcohol," he said.
CHICAGO - Get some exer "What would really be exciting
cise, quit smoking, skip the would be to find a way to stimudouble cheeseburgers - and have late t-PA production but without
a couple of beers every day?
the side effects of alcohol." An
Doctors are debating whether editorial accompanying Ridker's
moderate alcohol consumption study in Wednesday's issue of the
should be part of the prescription Journal of the American Medical
for a healthy heart in light of an- Association suggests that doctors
other study that suggests drink- can steer a middle course, working can reduce the risk of a heart ing with selected patients to give
attack by stimulating production them the benefit of alcohol's
of an enzyme, t-PA, that helps heart-protecting qualities while
break down blood clots.
avoiding the risks associated
Even the chief researcher of with heavy alcohol consumption,
the latest study, cardiologist Dr. including liver disease, cancer
Paul Ridker of Harvard Medical and drunken driving.
School, is reluctant to recom"The key theme is to tailor the
mend that patients drink.
message to each individual, in
by Paul A. Drlscoll

the same way that counseling is coronary arteries can cause
given on diet, physical activity, heart attacks.
sexual practices and so on," the
The enzyme was at its highest
editorial said.
among people who had two or
more drinks a day.
One of the editorial's writers.
Dr. Thomas A. Pearson, a cardiologist with the Columbia University School of Public Health,
said more elaborate studies are
needed to confirm Ridker's work by Marcla Dunn
but there's already enough evi- The Associated Press
dence to offer some guidance to
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - Six
doctors.
astronauts whose last launch atThe study of 631 doctors found tempt ended in a dangerous ena direct link between alcohol gine shutdown returned today
consumption and the level of for a second try at lift-off.
Endeavour is scheduled to
t-PA, which is produced by the
body and breaks down blood blast off on the Earth-monitoring
clots. Blood clots that lodge in the mission Friday, 1 1/2 months
late. The countdown was to begin
Tuesday.

forjury selection
by Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - The judge in the O J. Simpson case predicted
speedy selection of a jury and expressed surprise Tuesday at
the number of people willing to give up months of their lives to
participate in the famous murder trial.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito said the number willing to
serve was 25 to 30 percent higher than he had anticipated when
he summoned 1,000 prospective jurors.
It had four sets of roughly 250 people on call this week, but
said the last batch may not be needed. His goal is to find 250
people who pass the so-called hardship phase of jury selection
and can proceed to the next portion, in which they will be asked
about their personal lives as well as their attitudes toward the
Simpson case.
The first wave of prospects Monday yielded 100 people who
could participate in the trial. Initial screening Tuesday of the
second group showed 72 could serve, 79 said it would be a hardship and 90 would be questioned further.
"Given the number of people who indicate they can stay, we
may come to the conclusion Thursday," Ito said.
The "survivors," as Ito calls them, fill out a 75-page questionnaire and must return to court next month to be quizzed by the
judge and lawyers.
Although he has the right to bar attorneys from asking questions, Ito indicated Monday that he would allow limited queries
from both sides.
Simpson, 47, has pleaded innocent to the June 12 slashing
murders of his ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend,
Ronald Goldman.
Defense attorney Robert Shapiro urged Ito to move swiftly
through jury selection without interruptions.
The judge agreed and delayed from Wednesday until Oct. 5
the conclusion of a hearing on a defense motion to suppress evidence.
He agreed to hear arguments Wednesday on a prosecution bid
to delay final impanelment of the jury until decisions are made
on the admissibility of DNA evidence. Prosecutors say the DNA
hearing could take a month and jurors should not be left in limbo.

Endeavour to launch Friday
On Aug. 18, Endeavour's three
main engines fired and then shut
down 1.9 seconds before lift-off.
NASA traced the problem to an
overheated pump in one engine.
All three engines were replaced.
In the meantime. Discovery
flew. That mission ended last
Tuesday.
The Endeavour crew's 10-day
mission will feature a $366 million radar, the most advanced civilian radar ever sent into space.

The radar flew on the shuttle in
April. Scientists interested in
Earth's seasonal changes had
wanted the August mission to
compare the April radar images
of volcanoes, deserts, forests and
oceans with summer views.
Now, they will have to settle
for autumn images, a major disappointment for those who wanted to observe crop harvests in
Germany and full summer foliage in Michigan and rana/tw

** ATTENTION - Students**

$30 billion
in assets and
the most
important ones
walk out the door
every night.

Wood Cable TV has drastically
reduced prices for the student
specials for basic cable
Brown Package (both semesters) - NOW only $150
Orange Package (one semester) - NOW only $90
Call now before this offer passes you by.

352-8424
Don't miss another night of sports, music or movies!!!
** Hurry= will expire September 30

Comerica Incorporated is among the nation's top 25
banks with approximately $30 billion in assets. But our
most valuable resources are the talented people that make
up our company.

m@ o^§ wm ®B§ 886© m© m© m© m© o^§
HOLOCAUST 6DUCRTION W€€K
Sept. 30, Oct. 1 - SCHINDLERS LIST
Gish Film Theater. $1.50 admission 6:30 p.m. , 10:00 p.m.
9:15 - PANEL DISCUSSION BY HILLEL
Oct. 3 - SLIDE TOUR OF A CONCENTRATION CAMP
by Danielle Merriman, BGSU student
Taft Room, Union 8:30 p.m.
Oct. 5 - HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
by George Vine
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union 8:00 p.m

"ICARN NOW, SO THIS HISTORV WILL NCVCR ftCPCAT ITSCLF."
coll 2 - 2343 For more Info
RPi¥3»
CUDS'

RRIVS)
COTS'

nPsYrft
(SOTS'

(WSiSk ttDSxai
COTS' COTS'

Explore the career options available with Comerica
when our representatives are on campus:

Career Expo
Tuesday, October 11th
Interviews
Wednesday, October 12th
Please check with your placement office for limes
and locations.

Oct. 9 - TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
Detroit Michigan, $ 2.00 admission charge.
Leave 8:30 a.m., back at 4:00 p.m.
sign up at (U£g§) office. 330 Union

OR&fSt QQ&CSk QOSeS)
COTS' COTS' COTS?

As a vital member of our team, you can achieve
your goals in a corporate setting that promotes open
communication and values innovative thinking. We offer
a wide range of challenging opportunities for visionary
business and economic graduates.

If you would like to find out about becoming a vital
asset to a $30 billion banking leader, please send your
resume to: Comerica Incorporated, Jill Niebieszczanski,
P.O. Box 75000, Detroit, MI 48275-3121. We support a
drug-free environment. Drug testing is a required step in
the employment process.

OomerkA
Equ»l Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
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COTS' COTS'
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BG soccer squad seeking
seventh straight victory
by Scott Brown
The BC News

Gary Palmisano says that his
soccer team has yet to play up to
its potential this season. If the
Bowling Green coach is right,
there may be quite a few uneasy
stomachs among his coaching
counterparts in the MidAmerican Conference.
The Falcons stand 6-1 on the
season, 1 -0 in MAC play. Friday's
6-1 win over Central Michigan
was their sixth in a row and their
first MAC victory. Western
Michigan (4-3-1, 00 in the MAC)
comes calling at Mickey Cochrane Field for a 4 p.m. start this
afternoon.
"We haven't put our best game
on the field yet," Palmisano said.
"That's a very strong statement
for a coach to say, especially
when we're 6-1, but it's true.
We've had long spurts where
we've played well, but we haven't
put a full game together yet," he
said.
"This is the eighth game of the

season, putting us about halfway
through the schedule. I told the
players that it is time for us to
put our best game on the field.
My hope is that it comes
Wednesday," he added.
Western Michigan stands 4-3-1
overall on the season. While the
Falcons opened their MAC
schedule with the win over Central Michigan, today marks
WMU's MAC opener.
"I would anticipate a group of
young men who will play with a
great deal of emotion," Palmisano said of the Broncos. "It's a
conference game, and it means a
great deal for seeding in the
tournament. They've seen us
play already this year, and I'm
sure they are confident that they
can play against us."
Western Michigan participated
in Bowling Green's Kwik Goal
Classic a couple of weeks ago. Although the two MAC foes did not
face one another, the Broncos
went 1-1 against the two teams
that Bowling Green defeated.
"They've played here already.

which means that they'll be a
little more comfortable on the
field," Palmisano said.
The Falcons were ranked sixth
in the Great Lakes Regional poll
last week. After today's game,
they travel to third-ranked Marquette for a 2 p.m. showdown on
Sunday. Today's game marks the
finale of a six-game homestand.
Palmisano has been concerned
with his team not finishing its
opponents and also with the tendency of the Falcons to play to
the level of their competition. Although the problems haven't
been glaring ones, Palmisano has
worked with his team about it
and is confident that the Falcons
are ready.
"It's very easy in this game to
play to the level of your competition," Palmisano said. "If it is
strong competition, you could
play the best game of your life,
while you could do the opposite
against weaker competition.
We're working on playing at our
own level, and it is getting consistently better."

Cincy player wants win
by The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Cincinnati Bengals strong
safety Louis Oliver is embarrassed to be playing
for the win less team.
He wants to rally his teammates as they get
ready for Sunday's game against Oliver's former squad, the Miami Dolphins.
"The players have to sit down and talk about
it. I can't take too much more of this," Oliver
said of the Bengals' 0-4 record. "It's embarrassing to go out and say you play ball for the Bengals. I just say I 'm a pro athlete."
He said general manager Mike Brown and
coach Dave Shula have spared some Bengals
players from the unemployment list.
"There are a lot of guys around here who are

fortunate enough to be on the Bengals and not
other NFL teams because if they were on other
teams, they'd be cut. A lot of these guys around
here should thank Mr. Brown and coach Shula
for keeping them on the team because if they
were anywhere else they'd have a 9-to-S [job]
with a lunch hour," Oliver said.
He said he might call a players-only meeting
to talk about what's wrong.
Punter Lee Johnson, one of four Bengals remaining from the 1988 Super Bowl team, said he
could not remember a players-only meeting in
the last two or three seasons.
"I'm not saying a lack of leadership is why
we're losing; we're losing because we're not
making plays," Johnson said. But we need to
have someone step up to give us some fire, to get
it going.

Tht BC Nt.tRi.i Weiuaer
BG'i Jason Folleboul (6) tries to clear the ball away from the Falcon goal during a recent game.
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BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
We Are Bowling Green's
Only
Full-Line Photo Store
Featuring:
1 Hour Film Processing • Film • Cameras • Lenses • Hatteries
$3, $2, $1, Off On Film Developing
Good on 110,126,35mm, and disc film (c-41 proctu).

Extra Set Of Prints For $1
Just add SI to the regular price and we will give you a second set of
color printil Offer good at the time of developing on standard 312

CetS3offon36op. $2offon24ap.or$l off on 12/lSup.
This coupon mutt accompany order. This coupon not valid with
iny other offer. Offer good it time of developing.
One roll per coupon.

sisc pnni» from 110 disc, 126, or 35mm (c-41 process), 12,15,24,36

Expires 10-8-94

Expires 10-8-94

exposure rolls. This oner not valid with any other offer.
Limit one roll per coupon.

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Color Wallet Special
10 Pictures for $2.99
We'll make beautiful wallet size prints from your negative for color C41 Process Negatives
ONLY. Coupon must accompanyorder.
Not valid with any other offer.
Expires 10-8-94

Think about supporting yourself lor
At TIAA-CREF, we not only understand the value ot starting early, we
twenty-five, thirty years or longer
can help make it possible-with flexible
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'II ever face. Fortunately, retirement and lax-deterred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
choices, and a record ol personal
Time to take advantage ol tax-deferral. service that spans y& years.
Over 1.5 million people in education
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
America's largest retirement system.
age thirty, you can accumulate $i38,aoc)* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$2o5 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

One Hour Processing and Much More!

BLGE RIBBON PHOTO
We Gladly Accept
Checks and
Open Mon. - Pri. 9-8 p.m.
Sat. 9-5 p.m. ; Sun. 12-5

353-4244

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline t 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
\=
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Frazier's blood clot may
keep him out for the season

QQ
SPONSORED BY

by J.L. Schmidt
The Associated Press

LINCOLN, Neb. - Secondranked Nebraska is facing the
prospect of finishing the season
without quarterback Tommie
Frazier, who has a blood clot in
his right calf.
"It could be a few weeks, it
could be the season. At this point
nobody knows," said coach Tom
Osbome Monday, revealing that
Frazier was admitted a day earlier to Bryan Hospital.
Team doctor Pat Clare said the
blood clot was being treated with
enzymes and blood thinner. The
clot has shrunk 25 percent since
treatment started. An average
person is treated with blood thinners for two to four months, he
said.
"He's responding very well,"
Clare said.
Frazier, a junior and key to
Nebraska's option offense, will
miss Saturday's game against
Wyoming, Osborne said. Brook
AP file photo
Berringer has been Frazier's Nebraska quarterback Tommie Frazier could be lost for the year bebackup.
cause of a blood clot in his leg.
Quarterback coach Turner Gill
said he spoke with Frazier on for you right now, but you've got ched to his calf, but practiced full
the best medical people to help time the rest of the week.
Sunday.
"Basically I said he should just you and something good will
"We knew he had a bruise and
hang in there and try to keep his come from this."
Frazier left practice Sept. 19 on was sore, but then you get that
spirits up," said Gill, a former
Nebraska star. "It's a down time a stretcher with ice bags atta- every week," Gill said.

Kinchen comes up big in
victory by dropping a pass
by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio -- There's a
subtle difference between
catching a football and getting
credit for it, a difference that
has let Cleveland Browns tight
end Brian Kinchen rest a little
easier this week.
Kinchen appeared to fumble
the ball away following a re-

ception at the Browns' 40-yard
line with a little over four
minutes remaining in Sunday's
21-14 victory at Indianapolis.
But the officials ruled it an incomplete pass, letting the
Browns keep the ball.
Cleveland's offense then
maintained possession until
less than a minute remained, a
time-killing drive that all but
clinched the game.

Colts safety Ray Buchanan,
whose jarring tackle had shaken the ball loose from Kinchen,
contended that Kinchen had
caught it and then fumbled.
Replays seemed to support that
argument and Kinchen didn't
exactly dispute it.
"I definitely caught it," Kinchen said. "It was just a question of whether I had it long
enough."

Vwntww
163 S. Main St.
352-2595
353-5210 (fax)

Kaufman's Downtown is a proud sponsor
of Falcon Football.
The winner will receive a

$15 Off Gift Certificate

Name:
Address:
Phone:.

Mike Kazimore
16-8
68-29
BG at Cincinnati
CMU al Ball St.
Miami at EMU
Kent at WMU
Toledo at Ohio

Marty Fuller
16-8
70-27

BG
Ball Si.
EMU
WMU
Toledo

BG
CMU
EMU
WMU
Toledo

Illinois
Indiana
Michigan

Illinois
Minn
Michigan
Wis
OSU
Penn St

John Boyle
17-7
61-26

Big Ten
Illinois at Purdue
Minnesota at Indiana
Michigan at Iowa
Wisconsin at Michigan St.
Ohio State at Northwestern
Penn State at Temple

Wis
OSU
Penn St

OSU
Penn St.

Purdue
Minn
Michigan
Mich. St
OSU.
Penn St.

Dallas
New England
Cleveland
Tampa Bay
Indy
San Fran
N.Y. Giants
Chicago
Minnesota
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh

Dallas
New England
Cleveland
Detroit
Seattle
San Fran
NY Giants
Buffalo
Minnesota
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh

Illinois
Minn
Michigan

Wis

NFL
Dallas at Washington
New England at Green Bay
NY Jets at Cleveland
Detroit at Tampa Bay
Seattle at Indianapolis
Philadelphia at San Franciso
NY Giants at New Orleans
Buffalo at Chicago
Minnesota at Arizona
Atlanta at L.A. Rams
Miami at Cincinnati
Houston at Pittsburgh (Mon)

Dallas
New England
Cleveland

Detroit
Indy
San Fran
New Orleans
Buffalo
Minnesota
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh

Dallas
New England
NY. Jets
Detroit
Seattle
San Fran
NY. Giants
Buffalo
Minnesota
LA Rams
Miami
Houston

To win, circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest form in to The BG News. 210 West
Hall. In case of ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entriesmust be submitted by 5
p.m. on Friday. Terry Sense. 542 Frazee St.. was last week's winner. He correctly selected 18 of 24 games.
Terry receives two free tickets to see Rita Rudner on Parents Weekend.

Only You Can
Prevent
Forest Fires.

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, havii _
a license is something you can live with. 1—WU turn immum

w

Wednesday

University
Union

Spaghetti Buffet

84.95

U.I. \<n

hid: siiliul cSi miilir liivntl

Open 5-7 I'M

Best Values
On Campus

.1, in im.il i.L.n ,...,!..

University
Union
Best Values
On Campus

■

Wednesday
Niishi
All von can «.;il PIZZA

#4.95
iiK'l: salad liar. haUiil imlalo

Open 1 :.'*<>- /
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OSU coach talks about Cavs Nance calls it quits
UM's last-second loss after 13 seasons in NBA
by Rusty Miller

Cooper said that with hindsight
he might have had a defender
flatten at least one of the three
COLUMBUS -- Ohio State Colorado receivers who lined up
coach John Cooper said he was to Stewart's left. One of them,
watching at home when Colora- Michael Westbrook, reached
do's Kordell Stewart threw the over Michigan defender Ty Law
64-yard "miracle" touchdown in the end zone to grab Stewart's
pass that beat Michigan Satur- tipped 64-yard touchdown missday.
ile.
"What'd I say?" Cooper said,
"In college football they don't
repeating the question. "Really, I have the bump rule," Cooper
was pulling for the Big Ten, you said. "You can bump a guy. You
know that."
can't let a guy run right down the
Then he grinned.
field; you've got to knock his
Ohio State is ranked 20th in the head off. You stop him, they dont
nation and is 3-1 on the year have the jump ball.
heading into Saturday's Big Ten
"That's what you do. In that
opener at Northwestern. Even case, we're going to try to hit all
though the annual grudge match three of those guys and hold
with Michigan won't be played them up and let the three-man
for seven more weeks. Cooper rush get to the quarterback."
Cooper said he agreed with
spoke at his weekly news conference about the classic finish to Michigan coach Gary Moeller
Colorado's 27-26 stunner in Ann that the worst thing that could
have happened to the Wolverines
Arbor.
"I never lost a game like that," was the ball being tipped at the
Cooper said, then adding, "We goal line.
"The mistake Gary said they
won a couple on the last play of
made they've got the play
the game."
Asked his opinion on the play, covered was to bat the ball up in

The Associated Press

the air. They bat it down, the
game's over," Cooper said.

by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

Several factors had to favor
Colorado for the play to work.
Cooper said a late penalty on
Michigan helped end the Wolverines' final drive. The Buffaloes
had to complete a big pass just to
get the ball to their own 36. And it
took an incredible throw by Stewart, who fired the ball 74 yards
into the wind, before it got to
Westbrook.

CLEVELAND - Robbed of
the spring in his legs by age
and an arthroscope, three-time
all-star forward Larry Nance
retired from basketball Tuesday.
Nance, 35, split his 13 NBA
seasons between the Phoenix
Suns and Cleveland Cavaliers
and became the league's career
shot-blocking leader among
forwards with 2,027.
The winner of the NBA's
first slam-dunk competition at
the All-Star Game in 1984, he
also was a deadly outside
shooter, a consistent scorer
and rebounder, and one of the
best defensive forwards in the
game.
He averaged 17.1 points and
eight rebounds per game and
twice was named to the
league's all-defensive team.
But it had become apparent
the Cavaliers were not planning to re-sign Nance this year,
and he said the ailing right
knee that forced him to miss
more than half of last season
did not respond to treatment
during the offseason.
He had arthroscopic surgery
on the knee twice last season
and was unable to play in the
playoffs.
"One of the positive things
about this is that I know I can't
play at all on my knee, so there
wont be any regrets," said
Nance, an all-star as recently
as 1993. "We did everything we
could do. It's just not meant to
be."
Cavaliers owner Gordon
Gund said the team would retire Nance's No. 22.
The 6-10 Nance came to the
NBA with Phoenix in 1981 as a
first-round pick (20th overall)
out of Clemson in 1981.
He moved to Cleveland in
February 1988 in a trade that
stunned fans of both fran-

"Somebody else pointed out,
it's good to have a quarterback
who can throw it 75 yards," Cooper said with a laugh "That's
what happens. Forget about that
our guy can't throw it that far, I
don't think."
Everybody gets a wish granted
from time to time, Cooper said. It
must have been Colorado coach
Bill McCartney's turn.
"That's a miracle," Cooper
said. "Expect a miracle and they
got it, I guess."

NHL teams cancel plans,
fear postponement Friday
The Associated Press

TORONTO - The NHL season
will begin Saturday night unless
commissioner Gary Bettman
postpones it Friday.
There were strong signs that
the start of the season will be delayed. The Anaheim Mighty
Ducks canceled their hotel reservations in Dallas for Friday
and the Boston Bruins were looking into booking ice time for
playoff hockey in July.
Bettman said a decision will be
made Friday so that 12 teams
have time to cancel their travel

plans to opening-night destinations for Saturday's scheduled start of the season.
While Anaheim might have
jumped the gun, the Bruins
aren't the only team to inquire
about the availability of ice in
July.
"I think every team is looking
to see what dates are open in
July," one general manager told
The Canadian Press. Had he allowed his name to be used, he
could face a fine of up to $1 million under the NHL's gag rule.
The NHL and NHL Players'
Association are to resume nego-

tiations today. If they pick up
where they left off on Monday,
things look bleak.
"It is very clear we have a wide
difference of opinion," said
NHLPA executive-director Bob
Goodenow. "I think unless there
is flexibility [shown by owners],
there will be a serious problem."
Negotiators for owners and
players met In large and small
groups trying to find common
ground for a collective bargaining agreement on two of three
key issues a tax to help small
market teams and salary arbitration.

AP photo/Gui Chun

After 13 NBA seasons, Larry Nance announced his retirement
Tuesday.
chises, a trade whose merits
have been debated ever since.
Cleveland, which needed the
veteran to stabilize a roster
that had been rebuilt by the
acquisitions of Mark Price,
Brad Daugherty and Ron Harper in the 1986 draft, acquired
Nance and Mike Sanders from
Phoenix in exchange for Kevin
Johnson, Mark West and Tyrone Corbin.
The deal also included draft
picks, one of which the Suns
used to select Dan Majerle in
1988.
At the time, Nance was leading the Suns in scoring (21.1),
rebounding (9.9) and blocks
(2.4). Johnson was second-string behind Price in Cleveland
but developed into one of the
NBA's best point guards.
"We gave up quite a bit to
acquire a basketball player
who had distinguished himself

in Phoenix for many years,"
Cavs general manager Wayne
Embry said. "We felt adding a
player of Larry's caliber would
help us become instant contenders in the Eastern Conference. When we talk about the
history of the Cleveland Cavaliers, I think we have to say the
decision to bring Larry Nance
to Cleveland was the right one,
no matter what the cost."
Nance intimidated opponents
with finesse, timing, long arms,
quick hands and leaping ability
more than power, and he kept a
comparatively low profile for a
player of his accomplishment.
"Some guys don't really care
about being recognized in the
newspaper," said center Brad
Daugherty, one of five teammates who attended Nance's
announcement at new Gund
Arena. "What matters is what
your teammates think."

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS
"•BBB"'
Th* Biological Honor Sodoy
19 having ita aaoond mooting
of ma lamoaiat Wad. Sept. 28
lnHM515LSCBIdg.
...ggg...

•" PSI-OH 6 U.PA —
N««i meeting Sapl.28 @ 9:00
Rm. 103 Psych
IndustnaJ Psych speakers
Research opportunities 4 MOMIII
AMERICAN MSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS
NEXTMEETMGWUBE
WED. SEPT.28TH0BOO PM
IN ROOM 127AOFTHE TECHBLDG.
ANYONE WITH AN INTEREST M
ARCHITECTURE OR ITS RELATED
FIELDS IS WELCOME.

LAG A LAG A LAGA LAGA LA G »
Tha Lssbian and Gay Allianoa maata tomorrow
night at 830 In tha Unitad Christian Fallowship
Cantar.
Tha UCF Is on lha comar of Thurstln and Ridge
SB., due weet torm Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma.
LAGA la opan B an gayfleet,an*na>ual s tu ■
dana, graduate students, faculty, and rha ganaraJ oommunity. LAGA welcomes ffioaa who
aren't gay and support and acoapt gay paoplo
as equal mambars of society
For mora inlormaion. caH 372-5228: ducrsDon
asaurad.
O.S.EJV
One Stodent Education Association
• Fel Membership Drive •
Sept. 28-See*. 30
8am-4pm
Education Buacang
Applications end Dues w>i be taken
77-1 Contact Amy Moora3S4-50B4
OMUL

ATTENTION OOK MEMBER"?
There will ba a lock-off maating at 10:00pm
Wadnaaday. SapL 28 «i 1001 BAI Wa naad to
alact a traaaurar ao chink itovarll Any concama
ca I Siacyai 2-5408
-OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

PUBLICITY OFFICER'S-* your orgaruabon
trying B and craaDva ways to pubkdze your
events? Ara you trying B make your group
mora vkwble B tha campua community? Please
abend the Publldty'a Officer t Workshop on
Wad. Oct S. 1904 si 7.0Opm. Gardnai
McLaan, Aaecdaw Draco- o' tha Public Re
talons Office will ba rha guaat speaker. For
reservations, please contact tha Oflioo ol Student Activities at 372-2843.

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS:
There M ba a formal maaling on Wadnaaday.
Sapl. 28th at 7:30 pm in room 118 BA. Guaat
apaakari induda Aaron Johna and Kalhy Shulie of rha AMA Professional Chapter.

SOLO
Student Organized

BO Club Hockey Tryout
Mon. Oct. 3,8:30. Coat 15.00
Any quaallona: call 353-3817
CMMMAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
Today John Thomas. Gang Specialist trom
Lucas County Juvenee Probation Dapanmam
will ba our guaat speaker. Coma out. bring a
friend; guests welcome. 1011 BA at BOOpm.
CRWMAL JUSTICE OflOANIZATION
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
Thla Wadnaaday at MO
1003 BAA
ALL WELCOME I
GET PUBLISHED NOWl
Prairie Marglna. Tha Undargraduaa Fina Am
Magazine oi BGSU, ia now accaptlng art.
proaa. and poatry aubmiaaiona. Call Aimaa for
into. 353-0218.
Haw an intaratt in Dance?
Coma aaa what we're about

Provide A encourage leadership on
campua ApplicarJone can ba
oickfkd uD in
408 Studant Services Bidg
Dua dale: Oct. 7th by 5pm.
Thursday, September 20 Coma drink ooffaa.
hava your Brot cards read and listen to tha exerting sounds ol Four For Time jazz OuarBt In
the Bowt-n-Greenery from 830-11:30. Sponsored by Prevention Corner and UAO.
WBQu-FM THE SHARK
There wil ba a mandaBry itarl maating on
Wednesday September 28 in 121 Wat Hal.
Trainees should plan B attend Unless you
make rnovlee for HBO. ba than. Frie
Stuff WBGU-FM THE SHARK
WOMEN M COMMUNICATIONS
Tonight ■ 7:30 pm
103 B. A.
Speaker: Laa Emmone
Praaldant of Tha Commu nee DO ns Souraa
Topic Self-Preeentatlon

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM ROtNG RANCH, 13508 W. KRAMER RD., BOvVLING GREEN. OH 410-353-5403.
MAC UKRS: CHECK OUT THE ONLY ALLMAC BBS IN BOWLING GREEN. DARK
GLOBE BBS OFFERS MAC USERS THE
GRAPHICAL INTERFACE THEY CRAVE.
CALL 353-3428 ANO DOWNLOAD THE FREE
USER-END SOFTWARE.
Pregnant? Wa can help.
Free 8 confidential pregnancy aits.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Cantar.
Call 354-HOPE.
SKYDIVE IN BG. tat Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call lor Into, and good
deal. Visa 8 Mastercard accepted. 352-5200.

PERSONALS
'AGD'ZBT'AGD'ZBT'
Our ZBT coaches:
Thanks for all the support during Greek Olympiad' You guys were awesome'
Love. NUti, Cynthia, Heather, and Reagan
'AGD'ZBT'AGD'ZBT'
'AGO PLEDGES -AGO PLEDGES"
IllCongralulaiionilll
TRUDY STOKES*
on being AGD
PLEDGE OF THE WEEK"
Keep up the good workll
'AGD PLEDGES' AGD PLEDGES'
AGO' ALPHA GAMMA DELTA' AGD
Saniora:
Thanks for a great sneak 11
You guya ara graatll
•We love our seniorer
Love.
Tha Pledges
AGD' ALPHA GAMMA DELTA' AGD
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
Congrslulsl ions to tha officer*, of the wee h
tor September:
Jen Armstrong
Shea Hasaenglll
Julie Buehler
Karri Bran ham
Stephanie Davkt
Stephanle Lewie

UNivERsrry DANCE ALLIANCE
Thursday, Sapl 29 MMOfffl
220 EocJer Center
Have you heerd? Andanon Han will ba opan
lor psrants, lamily, alumni lor ovamight lodging
tor HOMECOMING. OCT. 7*8 and PARENTS
WE EK END, OCT. 28*281
Inexpensive rataa: 117.00 single, $28.00
double. Caj:2-2458 or go to 425 Studant Servicaa.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND
BassosII Glove on Pudge St.
Call Doug or Save

2-2255
LOST: 1 CaaB BOSS (Bualnaaa Organizer
Schedusng Sysam) If found call 372-1042.
Aak for Bryan. Reward upon return.

HOOT* AND THE 8LOWF1SHI

HOOTK ANO THE ■LOWFMHI
HOOTrEANDTHCBLOWFISHI
Ke«*we.ch*ng...

REWARD offarad for kal rrenl g/ayhourid
Fern ale. gray 8 wh:B. TaBo on bel>r
Call 3S4-8602

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT Us...
Now COME SEE US!
BUY 2 OPTIONS COMMON THREADS OR VERKERKE CARDS
GET 1 FREE!
WITH THIS AD
111 RAILROAD ST.
C~i Uinusti IMS
352-1693

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSEA

OHIO STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

ir Fall Membership Drive ir

Teacher Memorabilia will be on sale

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

CS/MIS students interested in Summer 1995
internships should coma to tha Co-op Office.
238 Admin. Bkfg. now. Some companies will
ba Interviewing tor Summer 1995 positions in
early October 1984.
Dear Pube, Sugar Rush, Sara.and Roaalee.
T harks tor a great time on the nverl
Go fast Eddiell Anybody want some oatmeal?
From: Duges, Satan, Curly, and Magnum
Doubla Prints
FREE everyday
Peckagea Plus, 111 Railroad, Bowling Green
DZ'DELTA ZETA'DZ
CongratulalonatotheloHowing:
SISTERS OF THE WEEK: Stacy Martenoy,
Dayna Hloaka. Jan Kayakaa. 8 Heather Heimanz.
OFFICERS OF THE WEEK: Candy Bomett 8
KrlsD Spinal.
Way to go and keep up "he great work!

Attention 81 udent Teachers

If your last name begins
with J-R, the
Student Heerth Service
walc41erthasBaangon

Happy Hours at Campus Pollyeyes
M-F 4-7: 2-4-1 Snacks 8 Dfac. Bear. By tie
Smokeetackll Dally Buftsss Tool
HOLOCAUaTr EDUCATION WEEK
Mhkatory
Itasett1
SEPT. 30, OCT. 1 SCHINDtEH'S LIST GISH
FILM TMEATE R 8PM 8 10 PM.
OCT 3 SUM TOUR OP CONCENT RATION
CAMP, TAFT ROOMUNKtN 8:30PM
OCT. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
LENHART GRANO BALLROOM8 PM
OCT. 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8 30AM 4 00 PM
call 2-7184 or 2-2343 tor mora into
sponserad by UAO

NTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 10/S. EXPERENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY MEETHG-10rS-7«) P JM.
KD KAPPA DELTA KD
ConoratularJora to our
sister -ol-the -week
Bath Ward.
KD KAPPA DELTA KD

this

DBENEDETTOS

OSKA

SPOTLIGHT DIRECTOR
USG REPRESENTATIVE
SEARCH!
• Plan fun events for campus!
• Gain leadership experience!
• Meet new people & have fun!
• APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN
Bffi® OFFICE, ROOM 330 UNION
• DUE BACK BY SEPT. 28,5 P.M.
call 2-2343 for more info

AXO-BCSJAUC LAIATE'AXO
Tha Messrs of Alpha CM Omega wish to corv
Ijrstulate Rosalie labels on her recent election
to NMPC scholarship chair. Great jobl
AXO'AXC-AXO'AXO

8I0MA KAPPA • HOMECOMINO
TanlTanlTanl
Campus Tanning
Month Unkmiied: $30
Ctoaetocarnpua
B bed!'352-7889
THE MONSTER IS OUT!
Intelluclusl Broccoli
celebratea tha releaae of REM'a 'MONSTER'
with a TRIBUTE TO REMII
Only on Intellectual Broccoli
Tune In TODAY 3-4PM
on Ml FU-the shark!
TomOormsn*
Parallel View
9:30-12:30 Saturday

ZBT'AZD'ZBT'AZD
The woman of Alpha Xi Delta would Nke lb
thank our coaches Tony. Casey. A Todd. for
Greek Olympiad. You guys are wonderful I
T hanks again for Die flowers $ the great erne.
AZD'ZBT'AZD'ZBT

HUGE PRICE ROLL-BACK
15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

M.T. Muggs Wad. Night Spedaj
ir. 1 asm pizza 8 a pitcher of bear tor 5
BUCKS. Open at4 19 and over.
Money Orders
Meema
Packages Plus, 111 Railroad, Bowing Green
SAVE-SAVE-SAVE
20% off all complele paddtoa and wood
projects PaddtoPaataa on request.
The French Knot
aooS.MalnSt
182-8148

Now hiring tor Ml positions.
Apply m Person at Paglia's
945 S. Mam SI.
Organist - chor director. Community of Chnit
Lutheran Church. Call tor more information
877-0807.
Our company a looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $8,000 - $10,000 per summer
The early turd gets the worm. 1 -800-887-1980.
Peet Control Servioe Man. Flexible Hours. Own
transportation required. No experience neceasary CaH Banfax Pest Control el 352-5315
Process server/court researcher needed for
the BG area part-bme/on-oall. No experience
neosssary. Resume or letter to P.O. Box 6795
Toledo. OH 43612.
Roommate needed. Own room. Great Locaeon.Cal 352-0470.
The Demand, Quality, CMId Care
la greater then the eupply.
Are you interested in starling an in-home child
care business? YW Chad Care Connections
will help you get storied by providing free referrals, child care advice, vanrhg opportunines. reimbursement for meals served to children, work shops, and someone to talk to when
you're experiencing burnout You're In business tor yourself, but not by yourself. Cell wv
Child Cere Connections. For more information
on servioss: 353-7801 or 1-800 632-3053
Mon-Thurs. 10am-2pm.
Wanted' America's fastest growing travel company seeking individuals to promote spring
break to Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Padre. Fantastic free bevet/commissionsl Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-428-7710
Wanad: fun, out-going Individuals who are Interested in photographing social events on and
off campus. Training 8 equipment provided.
Eem between 85-7 per hr.CeB 353-1410.

FOR SALE
1988 Mercury Cougar, 50k. 1 owner
Excellent condition. Leather, loaded.
43950-354-1831
1987 Ford Mustang GT. Many x-traa, pert.
cond. Need money. Call 353-1004.
1987 Toyota Cesca GTS ml 85,000 mi. Beet
offer. If Interested eel 423-3874.
1988 HondaHawk. Low miles, looks great,
rune great. Exceeent condition Must Sell
$2900 0 BO.-655-24 75
1992 Dodge Shadow 2 dr
29k. Black Cherry
$4950.1-875-6882
86' Escort Wagon. 100k.m*es
$50tVo.b.o.
CaH Joe 353-2133

WANTED
1-3 Subleasers needed tor spring semester.
Low rent FREE CABLE. Close to campus.
352-2838.
Buy 1 Sell Gold, Silver Coins
and Jewelry
Beit Prices
354-8714
B.Q. Gold A Sliver Exchange
993 S. Main Suia B
M-RUM
Fn.8 Sat 10-8

HELP WANTED
#1 Awesome!
Earn 82500 8 Free Spring Break Tripel Set 8
Tripe 8 Go Freel Best Trips 8 Prices! Bahamat. Cancun, Jamaica, Panama Clryl
1-S00-8786386I

Beer Llgrae 8 Mirrors Barn Sale
Very large cokecuon Clothes and
misc. 25 minutes from BG. Check
yourmap.WestMMhrove.OH.
Mode home on wooded lot
beh-nd gas stalori
Sept 30, Oct 1 A 2
Rain or shine.
For Sole- Heavy Du ty 2x6 Conslnjclton
Conamporery Design
Used Apt. Furniture
For more intorrnation, Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-apiitable bunk beds.
dree sera, and more).
Kenwood Portable CD-player w/tape adaptor,
rechargeable batteries, remote end car mount
$100.00 060. Call Steve 352-6089.
Loft for Sale
Good condition
$75'352-5523

$1500 weekly possible maNng our circulars!
For into caH 202-298-9085.
•-SPRMO BREAK 88*Amertca's 81 Spring Break Company!
Cancun. Bahamas. Daytona 8 Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends end TRAVEL FREE I Eem highest
commissioniI (800) 32 TRAVEL

MACINTOSH Computer Complete system
induding printer, only $500.
Cal I Chris at 800-289-5685

Checker's Pub new Mrfcigl
Bartenders 8 waitresses
809 S. Mam St.
Appry wirhin
CRUISE SHIPS NOW WRING
Earn up to 82,000 pi us/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel
Seasons! A F uH-Ti me employ merit avaiablo.
No experience necessary.
For more informs Don
call 1-208-834-0488 e.l C55441.
EARN 8500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dapt. U,
P.O. Box 1779. Den ham Springe,
LA 70727.

LOOK FOR

Wadnaaday, Oct. 5th, 8-7pm

on making 1994 Homecoming
Quean Top 101
Your slawrs are ao proud I

USG HEP NEEDED!
for UAO, tha largest student
programming board on campual
Thla re e great way to gel
Involved In USG-help make
declelone for the student body)
APPLY IN UAO OFFICE. ROOM 330 UNION
BY WEDS SEPT. 28 AT SflO
Cell 2-2343 for more into.

Flower Bandit seeks
beautiful tower recipient
Can at 352-9210

KDKIMSKALAKO
CONGRATULATIONS on receiving
month's White Rose Award i
A.O.T.
KDKIMSKALAKD

-

SIGMA KAPPA' HOMECOMING

COSMOS CAPE
DZ'KIHUENNEQA'DZ
Con grs tula lone Kim Monnega on
ma king I he Top 10 tor
HOMECOMI t40 QUEEN I Wa ara
eo proud of you end behind
yauaRawasss/ll
OZ-DELTA ZETA'DZ

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL - WEDS., SEPT. 28: FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY - MON.. OCT. 3: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - TUES.. OCT. 11;
MEN'S BOWLING • WEDS., OCT. 12; ALL
ENTRsHS DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE BY 400
PAI. IN 130FIELDHOUSE ON DUE DATE

ALPHA PM * ALPHA PHI'ALPHA PHI
CongratulatJona Metesee Montgomery on your
position aa student iilindir

M KAP' SKI EP ' SIO KAP
The sisters of Sigma Kappa
would ska to thank the Sigma
Phi Epsilon Pledge Class
for Kissing Carnabonsl
You guys are aweeomol
SKI KAP' SIO EP * SKI KAP

MOLUEMONAHAN
A
TAMI THOMAS

Cost: 88.00

For more Information
Call Amy Moore 354-5094
OSKA

BG'S Largeet Selection of
Fraternity A Sorority products
CO legate Connection
531 Ridge St
352-8333

ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
Congralulatloni to tha sisters of tie week tor
September:
JJBflWaM
MegOHmer
Melissa Tambum no
VransVLuewkj
JuNeHach
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI
CrletyNull,
Congratulations on becoming a'For Woman
Only by Jake' Facil itasy Good Luck'

Sawn on letters
Neil Day Service
Col legiale Connection
531 Ridge St.
382-8333

Tha asters of Sigma Kappa
would Ilka to congratulate

Alpha PM • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Congratulations Andrea Hedfeerg on your poaitk«taaar»a»olTMtlOAVlLI

ITS time (or the
required TB skin tests

Applications and Dues will be taken
from
9:00am - 4:00pm

AZD'SAE'AXO'SAE'AXO
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA XI DELTA
WOULD L IKE TO CONGRATULATE THE
WINNERS OF TRhXE RACES
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
AND
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
CONGRATULATIONS 8 THANKS TO
EVERYONE WHO PARTICIPATED
AZD * SAE ' AXO * AZD' SAE ' AXO

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
Sept. 30, Oct 1- SCHINDLER'S LIST Gish
Film Thesis. 8:00pm. 10:30pm. |1.50
ft 15 PANEL DaaOMMOM by HILLER
Oct 3SUDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP DANIELLE MERR8AAN. BGSU student. Tart Room 8 30pm
Oct. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
Oct. STRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
Detroit. Ml. 830am to 4:00pm, 82.00 charge
sign up in UAO office. 330 Union. Can 2-7184
or 2-2343 for mora Into.
sponeeredbyUAO

Teaching Spring Semaster

Sept. 26 - Sept. 30
Education Building

OSEA

ALPHA PHI ' OUR TOWN YOUR TOWN '
ALPHA PHI
Grea1}ob on your artklee ki Our Town Your
Team
Beth Tigue end
LynnScheloaka
Outstanding |ok aa editor
Jert Brown

ALI-HA PHI' ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI
The sisters ol Alone Phi we tow
our newest members
HEATHER DEIS
and
HOLLY ENGLE
VVelorjmetoeiebondll

Packages plus...

OSKA

Aloha Phi-Top Ten'Alpha Phi
Congratulatkme
JOMCHAPPELL
anal
STEPHANIE DAVIS
nmgOue
oni ■king Ho
Top Tan. We're behind you all
theweyll

AZD'SAE'AZD'SAE
Tha woman of Alpha XI Delta would like to
thank the man ol Sigma Alpha Epsilon tor inviting us to high society Wa all had a wonderful
time. You guys are great.
AZD'SAE'AZD'SAE

Environmental Activists
HWHa-akMl
Are you a tree hugging, granola earing Birkenstock wearing sooel eatviet? CALL US NOW'
Even if you aren't we have pen- time iocs available tor you. 4-iOpm M-F. I2S0 salary/wk.
241-7874.

Nallonal Park Jobe Over 25.000 openings I
(including hotel staff, tow guidee. etc.) Benefia
8 bonus eel
Apply now tor beat poeieons.
Oat 1 -206-545-4804 ext N5&441.

Is HAPPENING
>EN1NG \
upstairs
lirs...
|
Di\NCING
all night long on
WEDNESDAYS!
10pm - 2am
with:

#5 Mouth Audio

Let the

BGNews
Brighten Up
Your Day!!!
If youVe Worked For All
The Rest Now Come
Work For The BESTI

eaunaasuuni

Now Hiring:
FOODSERVERS,
Hosts/Hostesses, Bar
Staff, Une/Prep Cooks
& Dishwashers

Enjoy Terrific
Benefits:
•Flexible Schedules
•Paid Training
'Insurance
Availability

•Competitive Pay
Apply Anytime!

CHI-CHI'S
1566 Reynolds Rd.
'Only 25 minutes from
campus

